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Background of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ)１

Basic Concept for the NAOJ Museum (Tentative Name)

Public Relations Building plan

Completion of “Public Information Building” (current South Building)

Astronomy Park scheme

NAOJ Mitaka Headquarters, opened Visitors’ Area to the public on a regular basis. 

Astronomy Museum scheme

Opening of the 4D2U Dome Theater

Opening of “Mitaka Picture Book House in the Astronomical Observatory Forest.”

NAOJ Museum Concept

NAOJ Museum Planning Meeting (at the Mitaka campus)

NAOJ Museum Planning Meeting (at NAOJ Nobeyama)

NAOJ Museum Planning Meeting (at NAOJ Mizusawa)

Committee for the NAOJ Museum Basic Concept
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• One of the basic philosophies of NAOJ is that it is our responsibility as a fundamental science research 
institute to “open the observatory facilities to the public.” NAOJ Nobeyama campus has opened its facilities to 
the public on a regular basis and received visitor groups since the opening of the Nobeyama Radio 
Observatory (NRO) in 1982. NAOJ Mizusawa campus has opened its facilities to the general public on a 
regular basis starting from 2008, mainly at the Oshu Space and Astronomy Museum, which was created in the 
former main building located on the premises. This museum provides Four-Dimensional Digital Universe 
(4D2U) screenings and holds stargazing parties. In addition, the Mitaka Headquarters began night time 
stargazing parties twice a month in 1996, and day time opening of the facilities on a regular basis in 2000. 
About 30,000 people visit Mitaka campus each year.

2000

・The Public Relations Center was established in 1998 with the aim of widely disseminating information related 
to astronomy to the general public in addition to researchers. It has since initiated communication with a broad 
range of citizens including children. Within the framework of the Public Relations Center, various actions to 
disseminate information about NAOJ and astronomy have been reviewed and implemented, including the 
Public Relations Building plan, the Astronomy Park plan, the Astronomy Museum plan, and the concept of the 
NAOJ Museum. 

・In 2008, the Archive Office was established to collect and preserve various documents and astronomy-related 
items dating from the Meiji era through to the present day, including astronomical observation equipment, 
buildings, and photographic plates. 

・In 2010, when discussions about “the concept of the NAOJ Museum” were initiated, it was concluded that 
dissemination of the latest facts and discoveries related to astronomy is an essential task, denoted by the 
keywords: past, present, and future.

・In 2013, the Museum Project Office was established, and is now planning the concept of the “NAOJ Museum,” 
which would disseminate the latest astronomical knowledge in addition to the history of NAOJ and its 
observational equipment and technologies.

・Currently, NAOJ is working on enriching its observation facilities and opening them to the public. These 
facilities include Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in Chile and the Subaru Telescope in 
the U.S. A. Moreover, construction of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is expected to be complete in 2020’ s. 
Therefore, there is a need for a museum as a place where citizens can become familiar with the research and 
discoveries of NAOJ—including its overseas research and development. Hence, as the first step of this 
process are planning the basic concepts, in line with the guidelines and goals for the NAOJ Museum Concept.
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1) Present situation regarding the facilities of NAOJ open to the public

2) Road to the basic concept of the NAOJ Museum (Tentative Name)

<Background to the Basic Concept>

Basic Concept of the NAOJ Museum



Hierarchy of Principles Guiding the Activities

The Philosophy of the NAOJ

The Charter of the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS)

Our Vision:
• To be innovators striving to solve the mysteries of the Universe

Our Mission:
• To develop and construct large-scale cutting-edge astronomical research facilities and 

promote their open access aiming to expand our intellectual horizons.
• To contribute to the development of astronomy as a world leading research institute by 

making the best use of a wide variety of large-scale facilities. 
• To bring benefits to society through astronomy public outreach.

Our Products/Deliverables:
• To explore the unknown Universe and provide new insight into astronomy.
• To make our research outcomes widely known to society and pass on our dreams to 

future generations.
• To mentor next-generation researchers for their role on the world-stage.

The Philosophy of the NAOJ Public Relations Center

●Public Relations Office
・To send information of the most recent astronomical discoveries and achievements to 

the public as well as the processes behind the discoveries and achievements, in order 
to share the wonder and fascination of the Universe with everyone.

●Outreach Office
・To promote science communication activities related to astronomy with staff members of 

NAOJ and their collaborators in order to make astronomy more popular and to form a 
culture of science.

●Museum Project Office
・To prsent instriuments and facilities to the public systematically from the past to the latest 

astronomy.

To deliver cutting-edge dynamic research on astronomy by the NAOJ, which is a world-class 
research institute of astronomy in Japan.

1. The Institutes are a federation of inter-university research institutions in various fields of the natural 
sciences.

2. The Institutes shall elucidate a broad range of natural phenomena.
3. The Institutes shall be essentially based on the free exchange of ideas and autonomy of researchers, and 

shall endeavor to develop new academic disciplines.
4. The basic activities of the Institutes shall be creative academic research at the constituent institutes.
5. Member institutes of the NINS shall respect each other’ s research and participate in the administration of 

the Institutes on an equal footing.
6. The Institutes shall contribute to the communities of researchers in individual fields as inter-university 

research institutions.
7. The Institutes shall actively participate in graduate school education and cultivate excellent human 

resources for the next generation.
8. The Institutes shall endeavor to collaborate with research organizations that are not a part of the Institutes, 

and act to strengthen academic research in Japan. 
9. The Institutes shall act as an international research institute open to the public, in coordination with society.

２

２
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Basic Principles of the NAOJ Museum

To be a “Gateway” that links the past, present, and future of astronomy in Japan

Astronomy is one of the world’ s oldest scientific disciplines and is also a cutting-edge discipline.
Astronomy is a discipline which has a broad interfaces with science, literature, art, 

philosophy, and so on.

Traits and Advantages of Astronomy

Vision Guiding Our Activities

How to engage people in astronomy
through the framework of the NAOJ Museum

Goals of the NAOJ Museum

Astronomy is one of the world’ s oldest forms of science communication.

1) Meeting researchers and technical staff members at the NAOJ Museum

Everyone can be familiar with the Universe.

3) Being fascinated by the NAOJ Museum, wanting to come again to make 
more discoveries

2) Encountering the history of astronomy in Japan, observation results 
from various locations of the world, and the latest astronomy advances 

• Develop a system of daily scientific communication between NAOJ staff members and the general 
public.
• Build a system whereby researchers can feel pleasure in sharing his/her research results with the 
general public.

Objectives

Present the latest NAOJ-driven astronomy at on-site exhibits.
Be a pioneer of science communication in astronomy. 
Catalog and conserve the historically-important instruments and documents 
owned by NAOJ.
Increase the international presence and visibility of NAOJ by sharing resources 
and activities.

Everybody can depict a general image of the Universe by following the path of astronomical 
research from the past, through the present, and moving forward to the future.

• Present of the history of Japanese astronomy from the past to the current international projects and the 
cutting-edge research products as well as an introduction of NAOJ as a national center of astronomy.

• Fascinating contents for astronomy lovers, science fans, and museum fans which will make 
them “NAOJ fans.”
• Projects such as special exhibitions and updating permanent exhibitions which will make 
people into repeat visitors of the NAOJ Museum.

*Everyone means all people, regardless of age, gender, nationality, or level of disability.
Mission

Expected achievements

３
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Mitaka Headquarters
・20-cm Telescope Dome
・Solar System Walk
・Observatory History Museum
・Solar Tower Telescope
・Exhibition Room
・Old Library
・Transit Instrument Building
・Gautier Meridian Circle
・Astronomical Instrument 

Museum
・Solar Flare Telescope
・50-cm Telescope for Public 

Outreach
・4D2U Dome Theater
※Mitaka Picture Book House 

in the Astronomical 
Observatory Forest (by 
Mitaka City)

Mizusawa VLBI Observatory / RISE

Mitaka, Tokyo

Mizusawa, Iwate

・Kimura Hisashi Memorial 
Museum

・Visual Zenith Telescope Building
・Supercomputer ” ATERUI”
・20-m Radio Telescope for the 

VERA Project
・10-m Radio Telescope
※Oshu Space and Astronomy 

Museum (by Oshu City) w/4D2U

Nobeyama Radio Observatory

The Main Facilities of the NAOJ Museum

Nobeyama, Nagano

・45-m Radio Telescope
・Nobeyama Millimeter Array
・Exhibition Room
・Nobeyama Radioheliograph
・Nobeyama Radio Polarimeters
※Minamimaki Village Rural 

Exchange Center “Vegetaball 
With” (by Minamimaki Village)

１

１

１

Okayama Astrophysical
Observatory
・The 188-cm Reflector 

Telescope
※Okayama Astronomical 

Museum (by Asakuchi 
City) w/4D2U

Okayama

４

４

Subaru Telescope
・The Subaru Telescope
※‘Imiloa Astronomy Center 

of Hawai ‘i （by University 
of Hawai ‘i at Hilo）
w/4D2U

・TMT（from 2020’ s）

Hawai ‘i, USA

６

６

NAOJ Chile Observatory
・ALMA (Atacama 

Millimeter/submillemeter 
Array

・ASTE (Atacama 
Submillimeter Telescope 
Experiment)

Chile

７

７

Hinode
・Hinode (Solar-B)

Space

８

８

Ishigakijima Astronomical
Observatory

Ishigakijima Astronomical Observatory

５

５

５

３

３
２

２

～

The NAOJ Museum will visualize scientific outputs and 
astronomical images in collaboration with each observatory 
of NAOJ.

SOLAR-B

４

・MURIKABUSHI Telescope
・４D2U
・20-m Radio Telescope for 

the VERA Project

※collaborative facilities

Telescopes and facilities 
currently in operation

４
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To meet NAOJ staff members at the Mitaka Core Museum and branches 

・The 188-cm Reflector Telescope
・Okayama Astronomical Museum 

(by Asakuchi City) 

Okayama Astrophysical 
Observatory

Relevant organizations

・Research collaboration in astronomy 
related to local culture

・Collection, conservation, and repair of 
observational instruments in various 
places

・Responding to requests for reference 
materials for astronomical study, etc.

Researchers, observers, experts 
in Japan and overseas

● Public Relations 
Office

● Outreach 
Office

● Ephemeris 
Computation

    Office

● Library ●Publications
 Office

●Museum Project 
Office

・Outreach activities
・Reference services
・Various types of events
・Development of goods, 

teaching materials, etc.

・ Dissemination of information 
via the Internet

・ Press releases
・Coordination for internet 

broadcasting, movie 
production, etc.

・Collaborations with local researchers and 
engineers at local events

・increase awareness through the 
opening of facilities to the public

・Oshu Space and Astronomy 
Museum

・Minamimaki Village Rural 
Exchange Center “Vegetaball 
With” (by Minamimaki Village)

Local Collaboration Inter-Regional Cooperation

Mitaka
City

“Santama” 
Area

Oshu 
City

Hilo
Town

Asakuchi 
City

Ishigaki 
City

Minami-
maki 

Village

・‘Imiloa Astronomy Center of 
Hawai ‘i

・Mitaka Picture Book House 
in the Astronomical 
Observatory Forest 

・Public Museum Council for 
Tokyo Santama Area

・Mitaka Network University

・Ishigakijima Astronomical 
Observatory

・Okayama Astronomical 
Museum

・Images based on the latest observational data
・Introductions of observational results by local staff

・Introduction of the 
latest research 
contents

・Coordination of 
exchanges between 
researchers and 
citizens

・Information about 
current research 
results to be 
incorporated into 
the museum 
displays

・Collaboration 
in exhibits of 
valuable 
materials

・Dissemination 
of information 
via booklets 
and electronic 
books

・The Subaru Telescope
・‘Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawai ‘i 
（by University of Hawai ‘i at Hilo）

・TMT（from 2020’ s）

Subaru Telescope

・ALMA (Atacama 
Millimeter/submillemeter 
Array)

・ASTE (Atacama 
Submillimeter Telescope 
Experiment)

NAOJ Chile 
Observatory

Group of facilities with which the museum will cooperate (Phase II of the annex plan) 

Public Relations Center

・Link with school excursions
・Link with integrated learning time
・Career interviews
・Teacher-training seminars in 

astronomical subjects
・Practical training for university students 

in the curatorial program
・Research collaboration in astronomical 

heritage and/or historical astronomy 
with researchers at universities

K-12 Schools and Universities

Museums

Inter-University Research 
Institutes

Mitaka Core Museum

・Create opportunities for interaction between NAOJ staff and the public
・Create opportunities where people become involved in the activities of 

local communities
・Exhibits through which visitors can experience the past, present, and 

future of astronomy in Japan
・Develop sustainable education and outreach activities
・Open NAOJ facilities to the public and improve exhibits
・Collect, conserve, and repair astronomical materials across Japan
・Study and research astronomical materials from across Japan
・Conduct museum outreach activities in local communities

・ Functioning as a reference resource for teachers, graduate school 
students, and local researchers

・ Developing museum goods, original teaching materials, etc.
・ Conducting public information activities unique to the museum
・ Organizing and training volunteer staff
・ Establishing and developing a “friends of the NAOJ Museum” group, 

a supporter’ s organization, etc.

・ Construction of the museum building (Center building)
・ Projection of images and simulations in cooperation with facilities in 

Hawai ‘i, the U.S.A., and Chile
・ 4D2U Dome Theater
・ Construction of storage spaces
・ Promotion of green space preservation activities in Mitaka

The NAOJ Museum Group as the 4th Center of NAOJ

A Projects

C Projects

B Projects

Center for Computational Astrophysics

Hinode Science Center

Mizusawa VLBI (Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry) Observatory

Nobeyama Radio Observatory

Solar Observatory

Subaru Telescope

Okayama Astrophysical Observatory

Nobeyama Solar Radio Observatory

JASMINE(Japan Astrometry Satellite Mission 
for INfrared Exploration) Project Office

Gravitational Wave Project Office

RISE(Research of Interior Structure and 
Evolution of Solar System Bodies) Project

SOLAR-C Project Office

NAOJ Chile Observatory

Extrasolar Planet Detection Project 
Office

TMT(Thirty Meter Telescope) Project Office

Division of Solar and Plasma Astrophysics

Division of  Theoretical Astronomy

Division of Radio Astronomy

Division of Optical and Infrared Astronomy

Public Relations Center

Advanced Technology Center

Astronomy Data Center　　　　　

Divisions　

Centers

Projects

National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS)

・National Museum of Japanese 
History

・National Museum of Ethnology

・National Museum of Nature and 
Science, Tokyo

・National Museum of Emerging Science 
and Innovation (Miraikan)

・Tamarokuto Science Center
・Science Museum

・The University Museum, The University 
of Tokyo

・Science Hills Komatsu, etc.

・Japanese Association of Museums 
(JAM)

・Japanese Council of Science Museums 
(JCSM)

・Japan Planetarium Association (JPA)
・Japan Public Observatory Society 

(JAPOS)

Nobeyama Branch
・C o n s e r v i n g  o n e  1 0 - m  a n t e n n a  o f  

Nobeyama Millimeter Array in working 
condition

・(Preparation of exhibition hall by NINS 
Headquarters)

　→ 4D2U
　→ Exhibition hall

・Collection and conservation of 
historic materials of NAOJ

・Operation of facilities open to the 
public 

NAOJ

５

Mizusawa Branch
・Archiving various documents inherited from 

the former Mizusawa Latitude Observatory
・Creation of an exhibition hall for displaying 

and publicizing the above-mentioned 
materials to the public.

・MURIKABUSHI Telescope
・４D2U

Ishigakijima Astronomical Observatory

Leading activities as a core museum

Activities at the Mitaka core museum and branches

５
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Tokyo 

Nagano 

Iwate 

Hawai ‘i, USA

Okayama 

Okinawa 



Identifying the Users of the National Museum
Because NAOJ is a national facility and also plays a roll of inter-university research institute, its museum should target a broad range of people. In this 
sense, the NAOJ Museum needs to make exhibits and disseminate information to meet a wide range of ages and interests, from people who are not so 
interested in astronomy to enthusiastic astronomy fans. In addition, as Japan’ s national center for astronomy, the museum must also appeal to foreign 
people. Here, the target users of the museum are classified based mainly on their backgrouds and purposes of use.

General Usage and 
Local Involvement

Usage for Research 
and Training

School and 
Group Usage

Overseas Users

• Opportunities for interaction between NAOJ 
staff and the public

• Regular and special openings of the 
facilities to the public

• Regular stargazing parties
• Regular 4D2U screenings
• Guided tours
• Education and outreach programs
• Guiding materials for people with disability
• Worksheets for children
• Lecture meetings on cultural assets in 

cooperation with local communities
• Regional collaboration, such as local 

customer appreciation days
• Maintenance of tour routes
• Regularly updated exhibits
•Web-based resources from the museum

• Informall education activities for elementary, 
junior high, and high school students

• Outreach activities linked to interdisciplinary 
learning time, etc.

• Career interviews (at Mitaka) and work-place 
experiences (at Mizusawa and Nobeyama)

• Collaboration with school excursions, etc.
• Guided tours for group visits
• Guided tours for groups organized by tourist 

agencies

• Create multilingual brochures
• Create multilingual websites
• Provide general tours and formal 

inspection tours in foreign languages
• Display multilingual exhibitions
• Create foreign language versions of 

Annual Reports 
• Respond to overseas requests for 

reference materials, etc.

※As the host country of the 2020 Tokyo 
Olympics, Japan is required to create a 
range of infrastructure to meet the 
demands of foreigners.

• Create 
opportunities 
for interaction 
between NAOJ 
staff and the 
public

• Create 
opportunities 
where people 
become involved 
in the activities of 
local communities

• Exhibits 
through which 
visitors can 
experience the 
past, present, 
and future of 
astronomy in 
Japan

• Develop 
sustainable 
education and 
outreach 
activities

• Open NAOJ 
facilities to the 
public and 
improve 
exhibits

• Collect, conserve, 
and repair 
astronomical 
materials across 
Japan

• Conduct museum 
outreach 
activities in local 
communities

The NAOJ Museum Group

Mitaka Core MuseumMizusawa Branch Nobeyama Branch

Present the latest 
NAOJ-driven astronomy at 
on-site exhibits.
Be a pioneer of science 
communication in astronomy. 
Catalog and conserve the 
historically-important 
instruments and documents 
owned by NAOJ.
Increase the international 
presence and visibility of 
NAOJ by sharing resources 
and activities.

１

２

３

４

Individuals

Families

Children

Senior 
citizens

Museum 
fans

 Astronomy 
enthusiasts

Planetarium
and 

observatory
staff

K-12
 school 

teachers 

Museum 
curators

University 
researchers

K-12
local

students

Students 
on school 
trips

Tourists 
in tour 
groups

Foreign 
researchers

Foreign 
tourists

Local 
astronomy 
researchers

Open-use 
researchers

• Study and 
research 
astronomical 
materials from 
across Japan

Target Audience６

６

<Expanding usage as an inter-university research institute>

• Considering that the NAOJ Museum as a gateway for connection with the public, research and 
development of science communication will be a key element. Once the museum has launched its 
activities, it is expected that more researchers at universities and research institutes in various 
disciplines such as liberal arts, social sciences and education can conduct research collaboration 
with NAOJ.

Basic Concept for the NAOJ Museum (Tentative Name)

• Collaborative research as members of an 
inter-university research institute 
corporation (with the theme of linking the 
past, present, and future of astronomy)

• Leasing astronomical instruments and 
documents to researchers at universities

• Collaboration with local museums, 
planetariums, observatories, etc.

• Collaboration with universities (holding 
training sessions and lectures)

• Internship programs
• Guide volunteer training
• Student volunteer training
• Practical training for university students in 

the curatorial program
• Training of K-12 science teachers



Examples of New Projects at the NAOJ Museum 

Touch the latest astronomy

Direct communication 
between NAOJ staff 

and the public

New programs for 4D2U

Semi-permanent exhibits and 
activities at the open house day

Simulation experiences
at ALMA and 

Subaru/TMT sites

Project A Direct communication between NAOJ staff and the public
1) Astronomer talks

Provide “on-stie” talks by project groups such as the Solar Flare Telescope group or the 
TAMA300 (Gravitational Wave Laboratory Building) group about once a week on weekdays.

2) Lunch (or evening) talks
Set up a restaurant or café at the museum and provide opportunities whereby NAOJ staff and 
visitors can freely talk or NAOJ staff can answer questions from visitors on weekdays, perhaps in 
the daytime or the evening. This is a science café at NAOJ.

3) Guided tours of the latest astronomy facilities at NAOJ 
Provide guided tours related to the hottest and latest topics in astronomy, guided by NAOJ staff 
members who actually work at the tour sites.

New programs for 4D2U
1) Enrich the contents of the museum

Create and add new contents to 4D2U in mutiple languages in collaboration with the Center for 
Computational Astrophysics (CfCA) of NAOJ.

*The styles of exhibits will be discussed in future 
based on whether they will be special exhibits 
using the existing space or whether they will be 
permanent exhibits created by constructing an 
independent structure.

Simulation experiences at ALMA and Subaru/TMT sites
Install cameras at the ALMA site in Chile and Subaru/TMT site in Hawai ‘i, and connect these 
locations with NAOJ facilities in Japan. Because the information will be available in real time, 
visitors will be able to obtain up-to-date observational results, understand the on-site situation, 
and communicate with NAOJ staff in Chile and Hawai ‘i. Besides live broadcasting, these facilities  
can also be used as a 4K or 8K video theaters.

Semi-permanent exhibits/activities at the open house day
On the annual “Mitaka Open House Day” each project group provides hands-on activities and 
displays that everyone can enjoy. In order to be a good role model of science communication, 
exhibits and activities currently provided at the open house day will be provided on a weekly or 
monthly basis. These semi-permanent exhibits and activities will provide opportunities for NAOJ 
staff members to communicate the latest topics in astronomy with the public.

Collection and conservation of astronomical 
materials at NAOJ will be an astronomy 
research infrastructure that links the present 
and future. In addition, a display of an 
instrument with woking condition explained by a 
researcher or a technical staff member can be 
shown only at NAOJ. This will be different from 
the National Museum of Nature and Science.

・Through developing the new projects described below, NAOJ is expected to enhance its presence and visibility 
in Japan and overseas. 

Create 
opportunities 
for interaction 

between NAOJ 
staff and the 

public

Establish methods to introduce NAOJ’ s latest astronomy through science 
communication research and study

Exhibits that 
enable visitors 
to experience 

the past, 
present, and 

future of 
astronomy in 

Japan

Project B

Project C

Project D

Project A

Open NAOJ 
facilities to the 

public and 
improve 
exhibits

Develop 
sustainable 

education and 
outreach 
activities

Collect, 
conserve, 
and repair 

astronomical 
materials 

across Japan

 Study and 
research 

astronomical 
materials from 
across Japan

2) Share contents with all branches
The contents created at the Mitaka Core Museum will be available at branches.

Creation and release of an archival database
Create a database of astronomical materials such as glass photographic plates, photographic 
prints, observational instruments, and facilities owned by NAOJ, and open it to the public. 
Guidelines will be set before creating the database, and a useful system will be designed to share 
the database with other institutions. The release style and target users (who are researchers or 
general public) will be discussed later.

Project F

Preserving a 10-m antenna in working condition 
At Nobeyama Branch, a 10-m anntena of Nobeyama Millimeter Array is preserved in woking 
condition. Nobeyama Branch also collaborates with the headquarters of NINS to develop its 
exhibits.

Project E

７

Creation and release
of an archival database

７

※The NAOJ Museum staff members will set up the talks to reduce workload on the project staff 
members. In addition, in the initial stages of operation, the tours will be done only by the project 
groups who are willing to collaborate.

※

※In the initial stages of operation, the exhibits and activities will be provided only by the project 
groups who are willing to collaborate.

※
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Project B

Project C

Project D

Project E

Project F

Preserving a 10-m antenna 
in working condition 

at Nobeyama

Open NAOJ 
facilities to the 

public and 
improve 
exhibits

Conserve astronomical materials

Create 
opportunities 
for interaction 

between NAOJ 
staff and the 

public



Organization８

８
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Role Outline Major tasks

Director of the NAOJ Museum. He/she will make 
decisions on the annual/mid-term/long-term 
policies of the museum. The Director may need to 
play a role in public relations, such as engaging in 
collaboration with other museums.

As the person responsible for the Mitaka Core 
Museum, the Deputy Director will supervise 
research, education/outreach programs, and 
exhibitions. He/she will also produce general 
projects and plans which include the Mizusawa 
and Nobeyama branches.

The main task of the Archive Department will be to 
collect, conserve, and repair astronomical 
materials, such as observational instruments and 
documents owned by NAOJ. The staff members of 
this department should be knowledgable about 
conservation and repair techniques. The 
department will study and research the materials in 
collaboration with research institutes and 
universities.

• Managing the Archive Department, the 
Facility Opening Department, the 
Administrative Department

The Facility Opening Department will mainly be 
responsible for opening NAOJ facilities to the 
public, and for creating opportunities for interaction 
between NAOJ staff and the public. This 
department will hold 4D2U screenings, developing 
exhibits and video clips, It will also plan and 
implement event programs. The staff members will 
study, research, and practice the latest science 
communication, and promote education and 
outreach programs. They should be knowledgable 
about planning and developing exhibits. 

The Administrative Department will be in charge of 
administration of the NAOJ Museum. This 
department operation of the facilities and 
coordination of the venues for lectures and 
programs. The staff members will also be in 
charge of general affairs, financial affairs, and 
procurement.

These branches will play the role of contact point 
with other local organizations. they will also plan 
and manage exhibits and activities in collaboration 
with Mitaka Core Museum.

• Storing and managing the collections
• Creating and publishing an online 

database/catalog
• Research collaboration based on 

astronomical materials with other institutions
• Organizing special exhibits
• Creating a database/catalog in English

• Creating opportunities for interaction between 
NAOJ staff and the public

• Opening NAOJ facilities to the public
• Hosting stargazing parties on a regular basis
• Holding regular 4D2U screenings
• Providing guided tours
• Developing exhibits and video clips
• Planning and implementing event programs
• Releasing research products
• Organizing special exhibits
• Managing the exhibits
• Training guide volunteers
• Practical training for curatorial students
• Providing virtual guided tours on the website
• Updating the exhibits
• Publishing mail magazines

• General administrative tasks relating to the 
museum: accounting work, facility 
administration, and handling requests from 
other departments within the museum.

• Conducting research and study of 
astronomical materials

• Creating and publishing an online 
database/catalog with Mitaka Core Museum.

• Releasing research products
• Organizing Special exhibits
• Disseminating the latest information

Director

Deputy 
Director

Archive 
Department

Facility Opening 
Department

Administrative 
Department

Mizusawa Branch
and 
Nobeyama Branch

• Supervising and managing the entire 
organization

• Leadership in science communication
• Promoting overseas releases and 

strengthening connections and 
communication with other countries, in order 
to improve international visibility

* Either the Director or the Deputy Director must be knowledgable about old astronomical materials.
* Staff members with highly-professional skills (such as curators) will need to be assigned to the Archive Department and the 

Facility Opening Department. 


